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5 Çhin~se piplomaçy I!J 2018:_ Developing Rapidly and 
Forging Ahead witl1 Determination -场ngη

Opening new prospeω， breaking new grounds and achieving new progress, Chinàs 
diplomacy in 2018 can be recapirulated wi出 openn臼s， cooperation, st，臼dy progress, 
thus standing at 由e fore丘ont of the times, mission, and steadfastness. Looking to the 
future, China will continue to advocate the vision of a community wi出 a shared future 
for mankind and mark a new phase of major-country diplomacy with Chinese featUl'臼.

22 [)O~'t ~e! Ou~ VisJ~!J Be BI~~ke~ by Floating Clouds -A Review of 
China's Foreign Affairs in 2018 - Qi Zhenhong 

In 由efaαof ever-changing and precario山 new circumstances and problems, Chinàs 
diplomacy has kept in mind b。由 internal and international imperatives, and adamantly 
defended national interes臼with strategic vision and composure. Under the strong guidance 
ofXi Jinping Thought on Diplomacy, it will proceed fÌ"om a new historic starting point 
andmakegr，臼ter contributions to national rejuvenation and human progress. 

33 Çhtna's Int~~nati~naU'ositioning and Its Diplomacy since 
Reform and Opening-Up LuJing 

International positioning plays an important role in the duality of trans岛rmation
and ∞ntinuity in Chinàs diplomacy throughout the reform and opening-up. Chinàs 
basic attribut臼臼 the largest developing ∞m世界 a socialist state, a p红ticipant in the 
international system and a defender of the international order remain unchanged even as 
the style, characteristics and manner of its diplomacy become increasingly distinct. 

55 The QJlad~ilateral Security Dialogue and Reconstruction of 
Asia-Pacific Order Zhang Jie 

The Quadrilateral Security Dialogue's recent revival reflects inherent changes in Asiàs 
geopolitics which now features the new US construct of"lndo-Paci仕" region. While 
it has inherited, developed and optimized 由e current Asia-Pacifìc order, China needs 
to pay close attention to the negative side of this concept of regional order. 

74 fr~~ Wait-a~d:Se~ ~~ Competition: Evolution of US Perception and 
Policy toward the SCO Kang Jie 

The US perception and policy toward the Shanghai Cooperation Organization 
has changed from wait-and-see to precaution and modest cooperation, and now 
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competition. Against the background of major-power strategic rivalry, the US will 
continue competing with the SCO despite the absence of a specifìed Central Asia 
policy, with an emerging attempt to divide its members. 

94 Jëlpan Seeking "Strategic Independence": Initiatives, 
Mòtivations ai1d Constraints - ，场 Huaizhong

Japan is adopting the most independent and higl叩rofìle attitude toward the rest of the 
world since the end of World War II. Its pursuit of strategic independenα 明lllikely
shape it into a m斗or power in the international political arena. In addition to affecting 
Jap扭￥ ownp白白 and prosperity, it will also change the future East Asian order. 

121 f~'-e，，! ~eveJ~p~ents in Japan's Free Trade Strategy and 
Their Implications He Ping 

Japan￥ active promotion of mega-FTAs is epitome of new developments in its FτA 
strategy, which is driven not only by∞ncrete e∞nomic benefìts, but also by promoting 
domestic transformation and demonstrating proactive diplomacy of a major power. 
With WTO negotiations and regional trade integration bo由 encountering bottlenecks, 
Japan汪 strategic adjustment will have bring complicated impaω. 

138Rethinkingthe Bternal Debt Issuedsri tanka: 
Causes and Implications N切~Shengnan

The Sri Lankan e∞nomy has achieved remarkable growth ever since the end of civil 
W矶 but it has been pe甲lexed by mounting 臼ternal debt, which is deeply rooted in 
出.e country's history and mainly caused by strucrural constraints of its e∞nomy. While 
Sri Lanka's debt anxiety toward Chinese investment is ill-grounded, there is room for 
improvement in specific investment and ∞operation models of Chinese ente甲ns臼.

165 Evolution, Drivers and Implications of the UK's 
South China Sea Policy Liu ]in 

The UK has changed its previous stance of not taking sides in the South China Sea 
issue and started to pressure China in high profìle in recent years. The change in such 
a short span of time results from multiple factors, especially the multifold pressure 
brought by Brexit. Given a lack of resources and willingness, the UK's challenge 
might continue but stepping up provocation is not its option. 
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